
News for Cellists Spring 2005

Take a Bow 2005

We are excited to announce our next bow

exhibition which takes place from 1st October

to 14th November 2005. This year the focus is

on both modern and baroque cello bows by

international master bow makers. Take a Bow

provides cellists with a relaxed and supportive

environment in which to explore and compare

up to forty bows by world class makers. For

more information, see page two of this

newsletter or visit the Take a Bow section at our

website: www.aitchisoncellos.com.

G and C String Review

On page three Robin reveals the playing

characteristics and string tensions of the most

popular G and C cello strings.

Cello Exchange

The Cello Exchange service is proving a

valuable resource for cellists wishing to buy or

sell a cello or bow. A list of cellos and bows

for sale can be found on the back page of this

newsletter.

Cello Care Guide

We hope you are enjoying your copy of the

Cello Care Guide.

We would be grateful for your suggestions,

feedback, comments, corrections or questions,

all of which we will use to improve the next

edition of the Cello Care Guide. We are also

planning an extended version of the Guide at

www.aitchisoncellos.com.

If you would like more free copies of the Care

Guide for your students or friends, please fill

in the form on the next page or email your

order to sarah@aitchisoncellos.com.
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1st October to 14th November 2005

Take a Bow 2005 is a unique selling exhibition

of international baroque and modern cello

bows by master bow makers. The aim of the

exhibition is to give cellists an opportunity to

test a range of exceptional contemporary bows

in a relaxing and supportive environment.

For the first three weeks, Take a Bow functions

like an art exhibition. Cellists make individual

appointments to visit the exhibition and have

at least three hours to play through the

collection, assisted by a friend or colleague if

they wish.

Being free to compare the playing qualities of

so many fine bows at the same time and in the

same place gives players a rare opportunity to

discover exactly which bow best suits them

and their instrument. If a player wishes to buy

a bow at this stage, they can place a deposit to

secure the sale and the bow will be sent to

them after 29th October or soon as full payment

is cleared.

From 29th October onwards, cellists are

welcome to take bows home for a seven day

trial period after visiting the exhibition.

Take a Bow takes place at our home in the

beautiful cathedral city of Ely in

Cambridgeshire. Visitors to the exhibition

have the use of our comfortable music rooms

and, if their stay is a long one, are most

welcome to join us for meals. Drinks and

biscuits are also freely available. If players

would like help or feedback at any stage, we

are very happy to join them and listen to bows

as they are tried.

After 14th November, Take a Bow will travel to

Hans Weisshaar in Los Angeles, USA.

For more information about Take a Bow, please

feel free to telephone us on 01353 668559, visit

www.aitchisoncellos.com/exdetails.htm or

email: sarah@aitchisoncellos.com

Cello Care Guide Order Form

A few Cello Care Guides are left from the first printing. To order up to ten copies, post this form to

Sarah Mnatzaganian, 7 Cambridge Road, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4HJ or email your name, address and the

number of copies required to: sarah@aitchisoncellos.com

Name:

Address:

Post Code: Email:

I would like to order copies of the Cello Care Guide (up to 10 copies free of charge).

I am happy to receive future mailings from Aitchison & Mnatzaganian, Cello Specialists: YES/NO



Review of G and C strings

Pirastro Eudoxa: A beautiful, smooth gut

sound; for many players, nothing else can

compare. They lack the clarity and power of

the best metal strings and there is inevitably

some pitch instability and variation in the

natural gut core.

Thomastik Spirocore: The tungsten wound

(Wolfram) version is one of the most popular

lower strings of all time and is widely used by

soloists. Valued for their powerful, gravelly

tone, speed of response and longevity, they

take at least a week to play in and always

retain a gritty edge to the sound which lends

clarity to the dark bottom end of the cello.

Thomastik Dominant: These strings are

helpful on cellos with a high bridge or wolf

note problems. They are preferred by teachers

who want their students to develop fast bow

strokes, as Dominants behave in a similar way

to gut strings. Allow 1 2 weeks to play in;

initially they have a very harsh sound.

Larsen (standard): A big sounding tungsten

wound string. It is difficult to pinpoint why

these G and C strings are not more widely

used.

D’Addario Helicore: The ultra flexible core

gives excellent speed of response. The sound

is smoother than Spirocore and the strings are

excellent value and therefore very popular.

Pirastro Permanent: A popular tungsten

wound string with good tonal qualities. Less

gravelly than a Spirocore but with a slightly

lower speed of response.

Pirastro Evah Pirazzi: Very powerful and

tonally rich strings which were designed for

longevity. Allow 2 weeks to play in. The C

string is reluctant to speak when first fitted,

but improves with playing.

Larsen Wire Core: A new pair of lower strings

from Larsen producing a powerful, smooth

and focussed sound.

The core construction is an important feature

of a string as it determines playing tension,

flexibility, longevity, speed of response and

tonal characteristics.

Windings also affect the sound quality:

tungsten has a particularly clear tone and is a

popular if costly choice for cello lower strings.

Silver is a heavier metal with a darker,

smoother sound.

The elasticity of a string determines its feel

under the left hand (how easy or difficult it is

to press the string down onto the fingerboard).

The tension of a string affects the balance of

the cello’s set up. Higher tension strings,

paradoxically, can either choke or free a cello’s

response and generally exacerbate wolf notes.

String Name Date of first

manufacture

Core construction Windings* Tension (lbs)

G C

Retail Price

G C

Eudoxa 1922 Natural gut core S 28.6 26.8 £35.84 £41.32

Spirocore 1949 Multi wire spiral

rope core

C, S, T 30.9 29.8

(Tungsten)

£53.64 £61.92

(Tungsten)

Dominant 1970 Multi strand

synthetic core

C, S 22..9 22.5

(Chrome)

£26.75 £29.94

(Chrome)

Larsen 1991 Metal single core T 27.6 30.1 £44.75 £54.49

Helicore 1994 Multi strand

twisted steel core

T/S 29.4 28.8 £26.95 £32.05

Permanent 1996 Steel rope core T 30.1 29.4 £37.48 £46.66

Evah Pirazzi 2004 Steel multi core T 27.7 28.1 £51.60 £61.87

Larsen Wire Core 2004 Wire core T/N 30.8 28.7 £69.50 £79.50

* Windings: C = Chrome, N = Nickel, S = Silver, T = Tungsten (Wolfram)



Cellos and Bows

William Forster Cello circa 1780

Length of back: 734mm

String length: 677mm

Price: £40,000 (Cello Exchange)

This handsome cello is an excellent example of

the work of William Forster (Senior), with its

powerful arching and rich, open sound.

Signed on the lower rib: ‘Sold by Wm Forster’s

Music Shop No 348 Strand London’.

Kennedy School Cello circa 1820

Length of back: 738mm

String length: 692mm

Price: £10,000

This cello was probably made by an associate

of the prolific and influential Thomas

Kennedy. The cello is un purfled, has dark

red brown varnish and a full, colourful tone.

This cello has been fully restored in our

workshop.

Peter Wamsley cello circa 1740

Length of back: 745mm

String length: 685mm

Price: £10,000 (Cello Exchange)

A fine example of Wamsley’s work, this

instrument displays a characteristic dark and

richly textured Italianate varnish, exquisite

workmanship and colourful, focussed tone.

German Cello circa 1860

Length of back: 735mm

String length: 673mm

Price: £9,500 (Cello Exchange)

An attractive mid nineteenth century cello in

exceptionally good condition. It has a warm

red brown varnish and is focussed, responsive

and satisfying to play.

David Rubio Baroque Cello 1985

Length of back: 700mm

String length: 650mm

Price: £6,000 (Cello Exchange)

This baroque cello would be an ideal

instrument for the smaller player. The back,

ribs and scroll are carved from tightly figured

maple and the instrument has a warm brown

varnish laid over a golden ground.

German Cello circa 1850

Length of back: 750mm

String length: 680mm

Price: £5,000 (Cello Exchange)

An attractive mid 19th Century German cello

with delicately figured back and ribs and a

transparent brown varnish over a golden

ground. This cello has a powerful, even

response and is rewarding to play.

Otto Gütter Cello 1941

Length of back: 759mm

String length: 695mm

Price: £4,500 (Cello Exchange)

This attractive, well conceived cello is

based on a Stradivarius model, with an

orange varnish laid over a golden ground

and has a very pleasing sound.

Cello Bows

Cello bows for sale include the following:

Jean Luc Tauziede (gold): £3,030

William Salchow: £2,660

Stephen Bristow (gold): £2,000

John Norwood Lee: £1,995

Good German bow: £1,600

Hill & Sons bow: £1,500

David Tempest Sartory copy: £1,500

Other bows: £200 £1,500
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